Location
In the heart of Europe, Crans-Montana is situated at 2 hours from Geneva and 3 hours from Milano. Overlooking the station, LeCrans
Hôtel & Spa is a unique hotel in a chalet style only 100 meters away from the ski slopes and offering an amazing panorama on the Alps.

Rooms, Suites & Apartments
15 rooms and suites for a total of 20 double beds. Each rooms is different, decorated and furnished following his name of a mountain.
Every rooms and suites offered the same equipments: Domotech system, king-size bed, real fireplace, desk, Nespresso machine,
minibar, VOD, free Wi-Fi access. Bathroom with Jacuzzi bath and separate shower, plasma TV, terrace.

Conférences, incentives and banquets
Meeting Room (60sqm) fully equipped, natural light, with a view on the Alps. High-speed internet, beemer, projection screen, Sound
system Bose. Cocktails, work-meetings or family meetings, weddings, incentives inspired our Chef for his creations.
ORGANIZATION

NUMBER OF PEOPLE

Conference

20/30 pax

Oratorical

50/60 pax

Banquet

40 pax

Cocktail

80 pax

LeSpa
LeSpa treatments Cinq Mondes® is proposing you different types of treatments, massages as well as aquagym and powerplate.
Inside swimming-pool, Jacuzzi, Outside swimming-pool warmed at 34°c all year round, hammam & Sauna, Fitness, 4 treatments rooms.

Restaurant LeMontBlanc
Be impressed by the panoramic view on the Alps and the valley from our restaurant and have a seat on the terrace for a relaxing lunch.
The Restaurant LeMontBlanc have 16/20 points by the Gault & Millau 2014.
LaVinothèque
Reflecting the variety and the interest of our soils, our Vinothèque offers you the unique possibility to try by the glass 48 different wines.
LeCigareLounge
For the “aficionados”, the CigarLounge invites you to sample or to discover a vast choice of cigars comfortably installed in an English
style lounge.

Services of the hotel
Reception and Room-service 24/24, inside car-park , Laundry and shoe-cleaning service. Car-cleaning service.
Free shuttle to/from Crans-Montana (Audi A8L & Mercedes Viano), ski-lifts and golf-club of Crans-sur-Sierre.

